✓ Feel constrained or frustrated?
✓ Looking to develop your career and talents?
✓ Have a passion for excellence?
We have an answer and our competitive remuneration, £60,000 - £80,000pa and
benefits package will reflect the importance and seniority of this appointment.
GVE Commercial Solutions is expanding.
We are looking to appoint a senior consultant quantity surveyor to join our existing team
and to take a role in the expansion of the company by delivering high quality
professional services to the most senior managers and directors in our clients.
Applicants need to clearly demonstrate that they have:
•
•
•

appropriate qualifications
substantial NEC knowledge
a minimum of 10 years’ experience in applying this knowledge hands-on
at the most senior level

To be successful you will need to show that you have had success over a wide range
of NEC projects of significant value and have exercised mature judgement and
initiative, probably managing sub-contract and employer accounts and managing
complex NEC3 disputes.
Your experience with NEC will have included working over all phases of contracts at a
senior commercial level in a large contractor, sub-contractor or in a commercial
consultancy, taking responsibility for:
•
•
•
•
•

Dispute Management
Change Management
Commercial Management
Risk Management
Adjudication

You must be:
•
able to work on own initiative and work as part of a team
•
able to work under pressure and to work if necessary, on a number of
projects at the same time
•
commercially alert, able to spot opportunities and assist in converting
these into billable projects
•
able to form and then develop sustainable long-term relationships with
both our existing clients and new clients.
Qualifications:

Degree and post-graduate qualifications, MRICS or equivalent.

Location:

London and SE (Essex, Kent, Surrey, Middlesex, Sussex).

Contact Jo Dear our office manager on jdear@gvecs.co.uk or call her on 01622 755359

GVE Commercial Solutions Ltd
GVE are commercial consultants and quantity surveyors providing services to clients
in the building, water, rail, road, power and gas, aviation and marine sectors.
We provide:
•
•
•
•
•

quantity surveying
commercial management and contract administration
expert contract advice
dispute resolution
bespoke training in NEC family and JCT contracts

Established over 10 years ago, we have had steady growth, building an enviable
reputation in the industry for achieving the highest levels of results coupled with solid
customer care. Our client base and fee incomes reflect this stable and sustainable
growth.
We are now taking this on to the next stage of development and are looking to add to
our existing team of best-in-class professionals to meet the current and projected
growth in our clients’ needs for high quality professional services.

